
 
    
 

Superior SKAA® Wireless for Low Latency Music, TV, Home Theater and Gaming 

         

 

 
 

 
 

 

                                
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Wireless Headphones for All Gear and Media 
 

  

 
 

The excellent CD quality of SKAA audio can be transmitted interference-free up to a 150 foot range from a variety of Atlantic 
Technology SKAA audio products such as the Gatecrasher3 PowerBar™, FS-252 powered speakers, or the STA-200 integrated amp. 
Atlantic Technology also sells a variety of small, low-cost plug-and-play adapters that can enable any analog or digital audio 
product; TV, game console, computer, tablet or smartphone to transmit SKAA audio to SKAA speakers and headphones.  
 

SKAA is fast to set up and easy to use. No app is needed because pairing isn’t used to play on SKAA devices; just a one button click 
quickly connects and switches devices. Sound quality is clear with fidelity and dynamics comparable to wired systems. 
 

4:1 Streaming - Headphones That Do More – Group Play 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
  

 
 
 

Atlantic Technology Simplifies Your Life and Helps You Keep the Peace 
 

    

 

         FS-BTWS582 
        Premium High-Fidelity Headphones That Do More  

 
 

 

The Atlantic Technology FS-BTWS582 premium headphones feature 36 ms SKAA
®
 Fixed low-

latency high-fidelity wireless technology to do what you can’t with other wireless headphones:  
Use them with TV, movies and games without wireless headphone lip-sync or game sync issues.  
 

Finally premium wireless headphones from an audio company known for outstanding sound 
quality that are great for music and equally great with today’s most popular media – TV, movies 
and games. Their amazing versatility includes Bluetooth

®
 wireless universal connectivity for music 

or smartphone calls, and a detachable analog wired cable for unlimited battery-free listening.  

 

Each Atlantic Technology SKAA product or transmitter has SKAA 4:1 Streaming, to simultaneously 
stream SKAA audio to any combination of up to 4 SKAA speakers or headphones for multi-room or 
multi-user music. SKAA 4:1 Streaming creates a unique advantage with the 582 headphones. 
 

Now groups can privately share entertainment experiences such as watching TV, movies, playing 
multi-player games even playing or performing music together without disturbing others. Each can 
adjust volume with individual headphone controls and all sound is free from lip sync or lag. Plug a 
transmitter into a mixer and it’s great for musicians, DJ’s or DJ duos too.   

 
 

 

 

The Atlantic Technology Gatecrasher3 PowerBar™ is super smart. It has SKAA Artificial Intelligence with Connect 
Awareness to automatically sense the presence of related SKAA speakers including subwoofers, surround speakers 
and headphones for automatic set-up, operation and switching. Here’s where it gets really cool.   
 

When the Atlantic FS-BTWS582 headphones are turned on, Gatecrasher3 automatically “bonds” to the FS-
BTWS582, then mutes Gatecrasher3 and its related speakers so audio is only playing on the headphones. The days 
of fumbling with a remote control, app, or a cable just to switch to headphones are over. It’s one button now! 

 

 

 

 
Classic Blue 

Satin Black, included case & optional transmitters 

Cotton White 

  

 

Plus the when you turn the headphones off, Connect Awareness switches back to Gatecrasher3’s audio. The FS-BTWS582 
headphones make it easy to watch that late night movie or play games with the great sound of lag-free wireless audio and not 
disturb others!    
 

 



Premium Throughout 
 

The Atlantic Technology FS-BTWS582 headphones are premium in every aspect, designed and engineered for superb sound quality, 
ultra comfort for long listening sessions using top notch technology, design, ergonomics, materials and construction.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Atlantic’s tradition of great sound continues with the FS-BTWS582 headphones. Their superb performance starts with large 50mm full-range, fast, 
responsive, lightweight Mylar dynamic drivers with Neodymium magnets for high-efficiency, excellent dynamic range, clear highs and deep bass. 
 

The low 32 ohm impedance makes them easily driven by smartphones, tablets and portable players while the high 114 dB sensitivity means they 
effortlessly produce dynamic full frequency audio with low distortion (< 0.5% THD) even at low volume levels.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
                                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SKAA has no lip-sync issues with its fixed 36 ms low-latency audio that’s 3 to 5 x better than other tech. SKAA is free of interference or dropouts 
even in noisy RF environments of tech-laden homes, apartments or businesses at distances up to 150 feet. SKAA reliably operates in the open 
global 2.4 GHz band with its patented channel-hopping Walking Frequency Diversity™ (WFD) technology with error correction. SKAA is 
fundamentally superior because it gives audio a dedicated, clear, uncongested wireless superhighway in a home.  
   

Atlantic Technology Digital and Analog Adapters Turn Anything into a SKAA source for the Atlantic Technology FS-BTWS582 Headphones 
 

 

                  
Each pivoting closed over-ear cup has 
plush foam covered pads in soft rich 

leather for excellent sound isolation and 
long listening comfort. 

The adjustable headband is covered in 
compliant foam encased in soft leather 

for ergonomic comfort and the 
contrast stitching adds a stylish touch. 

Beautiful Rose Gold trim and plated metal 
hardware create an elegant premium 

appearance. The fit, finish and feel are of 
the highest quality. 

 

 

The high capacity built-in 2200 mAh lithium-ion polymer battery recharges through its USB-C port from 
any USB 2.0 power source via the included 5-foot charging cable and runs for 12 hours on a charge. 
 

For unlimited battery-free listening, a detachable high-quality audiophile grade 4.5-foot OFC cable with 
in-line microphone and phone controls is also included. It features a rugged tangle-free nylon braided 
jacket with strain reliefs, sure grip knurled aluminum barrels and gold plated plugs.   

 

Other easily accessed features on each cup 
bottom include charging and analog audio 
ports, plus an on-board microphone and in-
line smartphone controls +/- volume and 
track, power on/off, Bluetooth/SKAA 
selection, Bluetooth pairing and SKAA 
bonding/selection are a touch away. Multi-
color LEDs indicate mode and function 
status for easy operation. 

A Proven International Standard  
SKAA is based on Professional  
Audio Wireless technology (PAW), 
proven in live concerts to reliably  
stream music in perfect sync with high-quality 
sound that audiences demand.  
 

SKAA was developed specifically for multi-
channel Hi-Fi to work on all media. SKAA gear of 
any brand using its logo is fully interoperable.  
.  

 

Atlantic Technology’s FS-BTWS582 headphones can be used with any audio 
source.  They’re super versatile since they can be used with any Bluetooth 
wireless music source including smartphones or tablets for calls and music or 
use the detachable analog cable to play music from any analog audio gear. 
 

It’s also easy to add SKAA capability to any audio source with small, low-cost, 
plug-and-play SKAA adapters that turn any smartphone, tablet, TV, PC, NAS, 
or game console into a SKAA transmitter. There are adapters for digital 
TOSLINK and S/PDIF devices or stereo analog to SKAA transmitters. Other 
digital adapters include USB-A, micro-USB, USB-C, or iOS Lightning. All have 
ultra-low power consumption that’s ideal for mobile devices.   

 



Features  
Headphone Type: Over Ear, Closed Back for comfortable noise-isolation and quiet operation. 
Ergonomic Design: Plush leather over-ear swiveling cups and leather padded adjustable headband. 
Carry/Storage Case: Hard case included with internal accessory pouch. Ear cups swivel for flat storage. 
Headset Controls: On/off, Volume +/-, Track F/R, SKAA Bond, SKAA/Bluetooth mode switch, Bluetooth pairing 
Built-In Microphone: For calling.  Built-in mic is automatically switched to the in-line cable mic when the analog audio cable is plugged in.  
Headset Indicators: Multi-color status LEDs for SKAA, Bluetooth and charging. 
USB Charging: USB-C charging port and 5-foot USB-C to USB-A charging cable is included.  The headphones charge from any USB power source.  
Rechargeable Battery: 2200 mAh Lithium ion polymer battery provides approximately 12 hrs of run time per charge.       
Auto Power Saving: Automatically powers off when not in use to save battery. 
SKAA 4:1 Streaming: Stream audio in perfect sync simultaneously to up to Four SKAA Headphones from one transmitter or product. 
SKAA cmd. App:  Free optional SKAA cmd. App for SKAA adapters to configure audio levels for different speakers and headphones  
SKAA Configurable Output: L, R, stereo or mono mix (i.e. musicians can listen to separate content from a single SKAA transmitter). 

 
Connectivity 
Wireless Digital:  SKAA, Bluetooth 4.0 with aptX and AAC. 
Wired Analog:  Detachable 4.5-foot analog OFC cable with, microphone, +/- volume and track controls. 3.5mm gold-plated stereo plugs.  Rugged 
braided nylon cable jacket with strain reliefs and knurled non-slip aluminum barrel ends.   
 

Specifications 
Drivers: Full range 50 mm lightweight Mylar dynamic drivers for deep bass and sonic clarity. 
Driver Magnets: Super efficient Neodymium   
Impedance:  Low 32 Ω impedance easy to drive by smartphones, tablets and portable players  
Sensitivity: 114 dB =/- 4 dB (1 kHz/ 1 Vrms).  
THD: < 0.5% (1 KHz) 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz – 20 kHz 
Rechargeable 2200 mAh Battery: Run time 12 hours. Re-charges from any USB charging source. 
 
SKAA Audio: 48 kHz x 16 bit stereo, 20 Hz-20 kHz, up to 150 foot range, 36 ms fixed latency. 
Dimensions: 7.9 x 7 x 3.1-inches (20 x 18 x 8 cm) 
Weight: 11 oz (.68 grams) 

 
 

Atlantic Technology products with built-in SKAA Transmitters that are ideal for the FS-BTWS582 Headphones  
 
Gatecrasher3 PowerBar                                FS-252 Powered Multi-Room Speakers         STA-200 Multi-Room 200 Watt Integrated Amp   
      
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SKAA Plug-And-Play Adapter/Transmitters.  Transmit SKAA from any audio source. 
 

Ursula – USB-A (Desktop/Laptop Computers, NAS Devices, Game Consoles,  
DIZ – Lightning (iOS smartphones, tablets, computers) 
Cassandra – USB-C (iOS and Android smartphones, tablets, computers, PC’s  
Gemma – Micro-USB (Android devices and other mobile PMP’s) 
Akiko – Analog Stereo – 3.5mm stereo (AV Receivers, pre-amps, CD Players, tape machines, set-top boxes, mixers) 
Talisa – Digital Stereo – TOSLINK Optical & S/PDIF (Game consoles, media players, AVR’s, STBs, computers 
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  SKAA and Walking Frequency Diversity are trademarks of Eleven Engineering, Inc.                        
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